what, and how, those in the factories wrote. In what follows I want to consider this process of reorganizing the ways in which the Company's servants made decisions and kept their consultation books, pursued trade and tallied their accounts, and explained their actions in the letters they wrote back to London.
How, then, are these processes which connect power, knowledge and exchange through the forms of writing undertaken in the Company's Indian factories to be understood as part of the making of global trade?3 In many accounts of what we might call early modern globalization, these processes are too small scale to figure in the analysis. They are also judged to be incidental. Within world systems theory or the (pre)history of the unfolding of the capitalist mode of production, the development of the trading companies' operations are presented as the working out of the profitseeking 'logic' of mercantile capital. 4 Products, markets and exchange mechanisms linking different parts of the world -the core and the periphery -are part of the process of mercantile capital investment and return which operates in ways which are seemingly impersonal and inexorable, a driving force for action which affords little space for consideration of the accomplishment of the specific institutional forms and social relationships through which it worked.5
Those historians and economists who have studied the institutional organization of the trading companies have done so primarily in order to highlight the effectiveness, or otherwise, of their forms of operation for producing action at a distance. This has been undertaken in pursuit of arguments about the modernity of these organizations based on their profit-seeking activity and capacity, and their resolution (or not) of the 'principal-agent problem': whether the directors in London could effectively control those they had working for them overseas.6 These debates over economic principles share some similar features with K.N. Chaudhuri's influential modelling in the 1970s of the English East India Company using the protocols of systems theory.7 First, they both have a set of prior assumptions of how the Company should have operated against which its actual workings are judged, rather than attempting to understand the messy and contingent history of institutional change, and the forms of power and knowledge that it brought together. For Chaudhuri, this does mean acknowledging that a systems approach cannot adequately deal with processes of institutional reorganization, and, particularly, with how the 'system' was constructed in the first place.8 Second, the ways in which the Company worked, particularly the forms of writing and accounting that it used, are understood as mechanisms for achieving systemic ends that are conceived of as separate from them: making a profit, achieving compliance with orders, communicating decisions and disciplining subordinates.
Recent attempts to understand a variety of economic practices have offered a range of ways in which the problem of understanding the making of economic 'systems', and the relationship between means and ends within those systems, can escape from the internal logic of forms of thought based on reifications of 'the economy' and economics. Practitioners of 'cultural economy' have stressed the constitutive role of social and cultural relations in the making of economic practice. They have drawn attention to the range of ways in which cultural economies work, going beyond an initial focus on the identity politics of consumption to considerations of discursive constructions of the economy, cultures of economic governance, formations of desire and affect and the organization of economies through material objects and technologies.9 One important line of enquiry has used ideas from science studies to interrogate forms of economic knowledge and practice. As well as demonstrating the constitutive, reflexive and changing role of knowledge production in economic relationships, this has shown that the modes of knowledge which are codified as 'economics', 'accountancy' and 'economic geography' do not simply describe the economic world but are active in shaping what an economy and the economic are taken to be in the first place. 10 Rather than focusing on the discursive construction of economies via the formulation of metaphors, models and meanings in the texts of economics and related disciplines, I want to pursue another intersection with science studies. This is Bruno Latour's account of the role of 'inscriptions' which, he argues, moves beyond 'extending literary criticism to technical literature'. 1 For Latour, inscription denotes the transformations that materialize an entity as 'a sign, an archive, a document, a piece of paper, a trace'.12
The ways this then allows new translations and articulations as inscriptions travel has become commonplace in accounts of 'immutable mobiles' and their effects. What has received less attention are the ways in which scientific knowledge is made in the small shifts from those entities through an endless chain of inscriptions and reinscriptions. This process, Latour argues, is not one of words seeking to resemble the world across an impossibly large gap between language and nature, but a series of transformations within which each step, each inscription, 'replaces without replacing anything ... [and] summarizes without being able to substitute completely for what it has gathered'. substantial local merchants who organized production through systems of outworking. The Company also bought saltpetre, sugar, turmeric and cinnamon with which to lade the ships. In order to find good winds and a safe passage home the fleet had to be dispatched the following December or January. However, this only gave a short time in which to gather the return cargo, and any imminent deadline forced up prices in the spot markets. This made it necessary to use contracts with Indian traders and local systems of credit to help gather cargoes prior to the ships' arrival. On their return, the merchandise was sold at quarterly sales at East India House. 21 In purely practical terms, the problems of co-ordination and organization were substantial ones. The Company sought to match, as profitably as possible, supply from India and demand in European markets, and needed to orchestrate the movements of their ships and cargoes accordingly. As part of attempts to achieve this, various forms of writing were required almost every step of the way. In the simplest cases, the Company required the labelling and listing of cargoes sent and their prices. In the absence of this information, on tickets tucked into bales of cloth, marks on bags of spices, and musters detailing whole cargoes, profits were rendered insecure.22 They were also threatened when it was overdone, with buyers wanting to open all the bales to see the differences in quality that the written words, numbers or symbols suggested.23 There were also lengthy letters sent from London to India that gave orders for goods to be supplied and instructions for the deployment of shipping. In return came not only vessels full of merchandise, but boxes of documents including replies to these letters, requested 132 information, and copies of the accounts, letterbooks and diaries which detailed the factories' operations. Writing was a key technology in long-distance trade. It was difficult to co-ordinate profitably without it, its absence or disorder brought chaos, and it provided a means to shape the nature and functioning of that trade. I want to consider three forms of inscription that Streynsham Master sought to regulate. These are the factories' consultation books (or diaries); the account books which each of the factories also kept; and the letters which passed between the Court of Directors and the Company's servants in India. In each case it is demonstrated that the forms of writing adopted were actively shaped by the social, cultural and political relations within which they were written and read. In turn, it can also be shown that these modes of inscription, and the material geographies of their production, storage and consumption, were an integral part of making those social relations, and with them the economic and political practices of trade. Thus, consultation books worked to constitute what counted as legitimate decisions; factory accounts and the management of bookkeeping were part of the social and moral order of the factory; and letter writing established relations of authority and subordination via the rhetorics of respect. Understanding what Streynsham Master was doing, and how he was doing it, involves considering these modes of writing as cultural and material practices which make up relationships which structure power and exchange, or what are considered to be the political and the economic. Inscriptions were constructed out of a cultural politics of collectivity, order and authority, and, in turn, structured those relationships into the working of global trade. In doing so, these ways of putting pen to paper both depended upon and shaped the organizational forms and spaces of the Company and the factory. In each case they tried to draw a boundary, or rather a series of boundaries, between the public world of the Company's trade and the private world of its servants' interests. This was a new conceptual geography that found material form in the factories' writing offices.
Consultation books and collective decisions
The first part of the Company's business to be considered is how decisions were made in the factories, and the role that their consultation books were to play in that. Questions of access to these books -their presence within a restricted public sphere of collective decision-making -were crucial to how effective factories were meant to function, and to what it meant to make a decision.
Decisions on all Company business were to be made by the head of the factory -the chief, agent or governor -acting in council. In the 1660s the council at the Fort might simply be selected by the agent 'as in your Judgements are best accomplished with abillities to doe us service'.28 However, Streynsham Master brought changes which defined council membership on the basis of appointment to specific positions -as chief, bookkeeper, secretary or warehousekeeper -and established rules of succession between the factories which bound their councils together. For example, on the death or removal of the second in council at Hugli, the most senior of the chiefs at Kassimbazar, Patna or Dacca was to take his place, being replaced by the third in council at Hugli, the fourth moving up to third, and being himself replaced by the senior merchant at the Fort. While agents in council were now able to suspend members for 'unfaithfulness or other great misdemeanour', all dismissals or appointments had to follow Master's rules and be ratified in London. Councils were not, even temporarily, to include those not entitled to sit, although they might gauge the opinion of the wider body of factors and merchants in specific cases. 29 Company policy was that councils were to operate through free and open debate. When Thomas Chambers took over as agent at Fort St George on the death of William Greenhill, the Company advised him 'that all matters bee debated and concluded of by Consulta[ti]on and not as formerly singly by our Agent and such as he hath deputed, wch wee utterly dislike and will by noe meanes allow of in the future'. 30 Conclusions were to be reached by majority vote. Dissenters were not obliged to give their consent, although they were required to follow the majority decision, and they were encouraged to enter their reasons for disagreement. In the event of a stalemate, the Thursdays -with all members summoned at eight in the morning by the secretary, and absences noted. 33 The Company's aim was simple. They sought to ensure by debate, in imitation of their own practice, that corporate interests were paramount. The directors saw the greatest threat to their profits to lie in the power of the agent or chief, and his own private interests. The language that was used, both in England and India, was familiar from 17th-century political debates about the relationship between king and parliament.34 Thus, despite the advice given him on taking office, there were complaints from the Fort that Chambers' rule meant 'liveing under the Arbitrary governemente of One Man, which will not advise with his Councill in matters which concerne the gouvernmente of yor honour's towne', and fears that the council might be overawed by fear or respect into relinquishing their 'free vote'.35 In the same vein, Richard Mohun at Masulipatnam was presented by his accusers as a chief whose 'imperious carriage soe overawes the Honoble Compas people there that they are ready to Signe any thing he shall tender to them', and one, it was suspected, who 'has threatened to Ruin some of them: when displeased, thereby to make them Submitt to his arbitrary Power'.36
Consultation was the defence against this abuse of authority, and its recording in writing was, therefore, a matter of great importance. In the mid-1670s the Company had Master require of their factories that 'All Transactions of buying and selling and all other Our Affaires are to be resolved and concluded in Councell, to wch purpose you are to keepe dayly or frequent consultations and to take care that the Secretary do dayly and truely register all things in the Booke of Consultations'.37 Entries were to be made whether decisions had been arrived at or not, and the books were to be given marginal notes and an index for future reference. Moreover, the consultation entries, as well as any amendments and the copies of the books made for dispatch to London, had to be signed by all council members to show their consent. 38 There was, therefore, a required format for these records. In 1679, ' The final principle was that the accounts should be able to be combined within each factory and across the hierarchical system of factories. This was aided by the changes already discussed, such as the uniform method and the single date for balancing the books. In addition, the Company's rating of the pagoda at 9s and the rupee at 2s 3d for the purposes of bookkeeping allowed accounts to be combined and compared even in the face of regionally and temporally differentiated exchange rates.59 Master's rules also specified how books should be continued from one year to the next, and how, in each factory, the accounts of the warehousekeeper, the steward and the purser should be combined into the general books.60 Most importantly, he aimed to establish a nested hierarchy of accounts that would include all the general accounts of all the factories of the Coast and Bay into one system of accounts whose balances and differentiations would both reveal the geography of Company trade and account for all investments and returns within a single bookkeeping system. So, just as they sent them the goods and received from them the bullion, the accounts of all the subordinate factories in the Bay would be cleared into -and therefore 'inferior' to -the accounts at Hugli, which was to occupy the same position in relation to Fort St George's accounts. In theory, any parcel of goods or money could be traced through the books as it moved through the factory system, changing hands and changing form as it did so. This arrangement meant that adjustments to the inferior factories' accounts were done on the basis of those of the superior, but not vice versa. However, it also meant that 'superior' factories had to wait for the accounts of 'inferior' ones before their books could be closed. The aim and the problem were succinctly stated in a letter from the Fort to the Bay in 1681:
Your Bookes are so long coming to us yt wee are forced to shutt up ours wthout them for it is very inconvenient to keep them open till ye ships come when wee are so full of other businesse and wee must tell you it is a great neglect in ye Inland factoryes not to send you theirs for yr Bookes coming wthout theirs included will signify no more than ye Acct Currant now Rece[ive]d from you for as your Bookes are to Include all ye Subordinate factoryes accts so ours must take in yrs and theirs yt so ye Compa may see their whole charges and Proffitt both upon ye Coast and Bay and therefore a defect herein tends to nothing but confusion . .. .61
The whole system depended, of course, upon the books being kept properly at each factory. It was intended that any defects would be sorted out by making bookkeepers responsible for their books, along with the chiefs who were named in their titles and also had to sign them. Penalties were instituted, to be enforced by the agent at the Fort, for failing to balance and send the accounts promptly.62 Overall, the aim was to ensure that London annually received a uniform, legible and combined set of accounts revealing the nature of the Indian trade.
In London, the accounts were part of decision-making over orders and investments. They were also scrutinized by the auditor and Company accountant for unwarranted charges, mistakes, frauds and shoddy bookkeeping. These problems then had to be rectified in India, often several years after they had first been committed to paper.63 Keeping In both cases the letters were written in a particular way. They were composites put together by a range of people. Those from London were compiled by the Committee of Writing Letters from materials provided by other committees -on shipping, treasury, or the Coast and Bay.85 At Fort St George, they were read and debated section by section by the agent and council over a matter of months, and replies were similarly composed, read, amended and signed collectively. When these long replies reached London they were taken apart and the elements allocated to the appropriate committees for consideration. This structure of communication produced a particular format. For clarity, the Company insisted that the letters state the date and location they had been sent from, when letters were last sent (often enclosing copies), which ships had recently arrived, and which letters were the ones being answered. More specifically, as with the consultation books, they required that the letters be signed by all the council, and by none that were not.86 In the 1670s they began to insist that to 'facillitate your Correspondence' the Fort and Bay must 'answer ye Severall Paragraphs as they lye in Order', numbering them for ease of reference.87 This revealed some of the tensions built into the relations of authority that the letters made possible across the oceanic space between London and Fort St George. William Langhorn's response to a system that was clearly for the convenience of the committees in London, rather than the councils in India, was heavy with sarcasm: 'We have confined ourselves to your own rules of answering the paragraphs in your letters in order as they ly except No 102; our practice formerly being to extract and reduce all business of a like nature into method, for the more compendious way of replying, exacter coherence, and curranter revisall; but we shall allwaies be glad to learne.'88 Tellingly, this innovation was enthusiastically adopted by Streynsham Master as part of his welding of the factories into a single system through their paperwork. This was also pursued through the archiving of the letters in registers. Of course, mercantile practice had meant that these registers had always been kept in the factories. However, under Master, these letterbooks were given titles, marginal notes and indexes, and were to 'be all bound up handsomely, and covered with leather'.89 They were to be closed at the end of November to be sent home on the fleet, as well as archived at each level, by having subordinate factories send copies of their letters to each other to Hugli, to have Hugli send two copies of all volumes of letters sent and received to the Fort; and the Fort to send one of these and copies of all its letters to London. 90 There were, of course, substantial problems with this mode of communication. Those in Hugli, Fort St George and London complained of letters delayed, mislaid or not sent, and the gap between delivery and receipt could make orders irrelevant or troublesome. 91 The official correspondence between the directors and the factories also had as its constant shadow an extensive network of private communication, both within India and between India and London. This often used the same modes of conveyance, but sidestepped and disrupted the official channels to organize private trade and patronage systems, and was used to spread malicious gossip and to denounce other Company servants.92 Finally, particularly for those in London, there never seemed to be enough information, or on the right subjects. In part, the Company's Directors saw this as a problem of how those in India read. In 1672, they commented on both the councils of the Fort and the Bay, that 'neither they nor you -. . seeme to lay our Letters before you, when you goe to give answer unto them, wch wee require in the future to be amended'.93 Yet it was also a problem with how they wrote. As it was stated in 1661, responsibility with no reward or respect from on high, and argued with the directors that 'one would think it should no less concern you that they be well satisfied of your good meaning than you of theirs'.106
The Company was certainly keen on the language of respect. For them, however, it only ran in one direction: towards London. Master, on his travels around the subordinate factories, instructed them 'That the Letters and advices to the Honourable Company may be adressed with a becomeing respect, as becomes servants to their Masters, They are alwayes to be wrote in a Submissive stile and Directed, "To the Honourable Governour and Company of Merchants of London tradeing to the East Indies"'.107 The Company's definition of misdemeanour included not only refusing to obey orders but also 'bad language' to superiors.108 As a result, the Company's responses to Langhorn and, later, to Master's letters were positively vitriolic. It is clear that it was as much bad language as bad actions that were at stake. Langhorn was censured for his 'higher Stile', 'unhandsome & disrespectful passages', 'indecent language' and 'haughty vaine unmannerly expressions', and was told to 'manage your pen with more respect'.109 Master's sin was pride, wallowing in the 'vaine ostentatious pomp of India' and thinking himself 'too good or too bigg'.110 He was reminded that his 'stile' of writing the relationship between London and the Fort was in error, 'wee having power without your leaving it to us'. And if the Company punned against him on his dismissal, arguing that 'we have at least the same power in our own affairs as every Master hath in his own family', it was because he had been guilty of misusing one of their own terms: 'you say you crave our pardon for yor plainnesse ... [But] you betray your own weaknesse as well as your pride ... in supposeing that wee cannot judge betweene plaineness and Insolence ...,
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The Company in London had, therefore, a way of reading that combined its concerns with excessive factory costs, following orders and giving respect. Each, as evidenced in a letter, might be a sign of the others. As they put it in 1681, 'it is our Constant Maxim grounded upon a Long experience, that a wastefull haughty or prodigall person, can never be a good Servant for us, Let him be otherwise never so Crafty plausible or methodicall'. They concluded, 'We have seldome observed such peremptorines in Servants, but at length we find it accompanied with infidelity'.112 Yet, as with all such readings, these conclusions were a product of the interpretative community of readers, rather than simply being inherent in the texts themselves. The directors' interests cohered around the profitability of their collective concerns in India, but diverged on how or by whom that would be best achieved, and on their own private interests. While any agent's eventual fall from grace was, perhaps, inevitable, when and how that came about was a matter of managing the politics of patronage in the Court of Directors and other places, and of shaping the process of reading. In Streynsham Master's case, his kinsman Sir James Oxenden kept him informed of the factions among the Company's directors, and of 'the constant applications wee made to maintaine you in your designed and appointed Station-.'. This involved not only attendance and argument every time Master's case had to be put, and Langhorn's denied, but ensuring that the opposition's attempts to enrol King Charles II on their side were countered. Oxenden had to have eyes everywhere. As he told Master, ' In every one of the Subordinate Factoryes there shall be a handsome convenient roome, large, light and well scituated, near the Chief and Seconds lodgings, which shall be sett apart for the office, and never diverted from that use, In which roome shall be placed desks or tables to write upon, and presses with locks and keys, wherein the Registers of the letters, the Accompts, and all other writeings of the Factory shall be locked up and kept, which, upon the Remove of the Chief, are to be delivered over by a Roll or List to the succeeding Chiefs, that none may be imbezled. '17 The aim was to construct a controlled space for writing and calculation which would seek to ensure the accessibility of the books, the orderly conduct of accountancy, the absence of the selfish interests of factory chiefs, and all that depended upon that. Understanding this specific and small-scale geography of inscription as an ordering of the relationships between power and knowledge in the making of global trade means recognizing the social and cultural relationships that lie at the heart of the economic arrangements of mercantile capital. It is also the case that if the 'logic' of capital was felt by those engaged in these forms of exchange as a 'logic' -as an impersonal, inexorable and determining force -then that was exactly the effect achieved by the separations, hierarchies and controls instituted in the factories' writing offices as the sites of local practices of abstraction and standardization performed upon chains and compilations of inscriptions and reinscriptions.118 There is, therefore, no history of capitalism that is only abstract and universal, standing apart from the institutional, social and cultural forms, the different histories and geographies of capital, through which modes of production, consumption and exchange are organized.119 It was within these restricted public spaces, and only within them, that the English East India Company could turn its concerns into an objective and controlling profit-seeking force or 'logic' external to its servants' private interests.
Streynsham Master helped to make this world, but it was also part of his downfall. As well as reorganizing the factories, Master also made a substantial fortune in private trade which raised suspicions against him. When he finally lost the support of the Court of Directors and was removed as agent at Fort St George, many claims were made that he had taken illegitimate advantage of his powerful position to extort funds for his own benefit. One claim was that he had sold four elephants belonging to the rich Indian merchant Pedda Venkatadri, and had pocketed the proceeds. Questioned on it by the council, he claimed that his memory was so bad that he could not remember if there had been any transaction or not. When the final showdown came 'his answers were all evasive & nothing but shifts, til a paper was shown to him under his own handwriting found in a desk in the Consultation room (wch he forgot to take away with him upon his removeall) mentioning the receipt of pas 4930: for 4 Elephants he sould, wch soe abashed him he continued silent for a good while'.120 All that Master had done in using writing and accounting to construct a public sphere of Company business against which private interests would readily stand out had finally caught up with him.
